Saving Swansea’s Swifts survey - low flying swifts
Address
Any address details of the swift record that you think would be
useful to provide.

Date of observation
Date that the swifts
were seen.
Note this must be a
date between April
and September

Number of swifts at roof height
Estimated number of swifts flying
at roof height.

Comments
Any additional information that you think would be useful to provide.
Include arcs, bangers and screaming parties.

Arcs: As soon as a low flying party is seen, watch the flight path carefully and identify any parts of a building (usually the lower edge of a roof/gable) where the party comes within 1-2
metres. This flying habit is called an arc. In the comments section, you can note which part of the building the swifts fly close to (eg gable). If screaming birds continue low flying activity
(within a few minutes), continue watching to record a second arc.
Bangers: Swifts without nests fly up to possible nest holes and ‘bang’ or touch the place with their wings. They are investigating the availability of nest places. Sometimes they do this
alone and sometimes a group of swifts will fly past and several of them will bang. If the nest is occupied they will be seen off with loud screams from the residents.

Saving Swansea’s Swifts survey - nesting swifts
Date of
observation

How many
nests?

Type of nest

Date that the
swifts were
seen.
Note this must
be a date
between April
& September.

The number
of nests
observed at
the location

- Hole in roof or wall
- External in swift tower
- External on outside of
wall
- Internal within a wall
- Internal in church
tower

No of
years
nest
used, if
known

Building type

Building age

Is the nest
site at risk?

Address & Comments

House/ Block of flats/
Church/ School/
Industrial/ Office/ Other
commercial property/
Public building/ Other
(please state in
comments)/ Unsure

-

- Yes
- No
- Unsure

Any address details of the swift record – house
no. or name and any additional information that
you think would be useful to provide.

Pre 1945
1945 - 1999
Post 2000
Unsure

If the nest(s) are in nestboxes, note the total
number of nestboxes on/in the building

